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Introduction

u Problem & Goal

Imbalance data exists in plenty of scenarios, making it hard to be utilized directly for
supervised model training. This phenomenon emerges frequently in sentiment-related area,
where individuals tend to select and share content based on what the majority agrees with.

We aim to use data augmentation methods to decrease imbalanced-ratio, boosting the
performance of sentence level imbalanced text classification on sentiment datasets.

u An important observation

Humans often express transitional emotion between two adjacent discourses with discourse
markers like “but”, “though”, “while”, etc, and the head discourse and the tail discourse
usually indicate opposite emotional tendencies. We simply use the inherent antonymy
relation between discourses to generated new samples.

u Existing works
a) Re-sampling methods, causing either information loss when under-sampling the

majority class or overfitting when over-sampling the minority class.
b) Using generative models to generate a whole bunch of sentences as new samples, often

leading to low quality generation.
c) Replacement-based methods find replaceable words or phrases and substituting them

with synonyms, limited by the candidate vocabulary.

Raw: The actress is beautiful, but the plot is terrible. Negative
S1: The actress is beautiful. Positive
S2: The plot is terrible. Negative
S3: The plot is terrible, but The actress is beautiful. Positive

Method

Experiment

u Our method

We propose to use two simple operations named “crop & swap” to generate samples from
original transitional sentences to augment sentiment datasets. We introduce a attention-
based model to validate generated samples to avoid label inconsistency problem. The
strength of our methods is as follows:

• Generated samples are from original dataset, introducing no noise and no change for
data distribution.

• Breaking hard transitional sentences, into easily classified discourses.

• Serving as a pre-process step to decrease imbalanced-ratio, easily integrated with other
data augmentation methods like re-sampling.

① Crop & Swap ②Attention-based validation
hi = Bi� LSTM (xi)

f (hi, v) = tanh (Whhi +Wvv + b)

↵i = softmax (f (hi, v))

c =

P
i ↵ihi

y = softmax (Wsc+ bs)
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u Dataset

1. MR Movie Review, consisting of 5,331 positive and 5,331 negative reviews.

2. SST2 Stanford Sentiment Treebank (binary version).

3. CR Customer, reviews of various products with 2406 positive and 1367 negative
samples.

u Baselines & Algorithms

Datasets balanced with oversampling methods only, while ours is first decreasing
imbalanced-ratio with our method and then using oversampling to balance datasets.

Machine learning models: naïve Bayes (NB), logistic regression (LR), support vector
machine (SVM). Deep learning models: TextCNN, TextRNN, both with regular settings.

u Effectiveness of our method

u Effectiveness of Validation

u Highly imbalanced datasets

Conclusion

(1) We propose a novel two-step method, which first generates new samples according to
transitional discourse markers and then validates polarity correctness with a pre-trained
attention-based model.

(2) The experimental results proves that the semantics conveyed by transitional discourse
marker can be utilized to generate sentimental discourses.

(3) Our method is simple and plug-and-play, serving as a upstream part in data augmentation.


